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USING MARKETS AND SPAM TO COMBAT MALWARE
SARAH LIEBERMAN ZATKO 1
Abstract
We propose an economic mechanism to reduce the incidence of malware that delivers
spam. Earlier research proposed attention markets as a solution for unwanted messages,
and showed they could provide more net benefit than alternatives such as filtering and taxes.
Because it uses a currency system, Attention Bonds faces a challenge. Zombies, botnets,
and various forms of malware might steal valuable currency instead of stealing unused CPU
cycles. We resolve this problem by taking advantage of the fact that the spam-bot problem
has been reduced to financial fraud. As such, the large body of existing work in that realm
can be brought to bear. By drawing an analogy between sending and spending, we show
how a market mechanism can detect and prevent spam malware. We prove that by using a
currency (i) each instance of spam increases the probability of detecting infections, and (ii)
the value of eradicating infections can justify insuring users against fraud. This approach
attacks spam at the source, a virtue missing from filters that attack spam at the destination.
Additionally, the exchange of currency provides signals of interest that can improve the
targeting of ads. ISPs benefit from data management services and consumers benefit from
the higher average value of messages they receive. We explore these and other secondary
effects of attention markets, and find them to offer, on the whole, attractive economic ben-
efits for all – including consumers, advertisers, and the ISPs.2
1Co-Authored with Marshall van Alstyne
2This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant No.
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ABM Attention Bond Mechanism
CAPTCHA Completeley Automatic Public Turing Test to Tell Computers and
Humans Apart
C&C Command and Control
CPU Central Processing Unit
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The Attention Bond Mechanism (ABM) is a proposed solution for spam. When a message
is sent, the sender posts a minimal amount of money as his pledge, or “bond” that the
message is not spam. If the recipient of the message agrees that the message is of interest,
he ignores the bond which simply returns to the sender. On the other hand, if the message
is unwanted the recipient claims it, thus punishing the sender for lying about message
content. This system is primarily meant to cover first-contact communication. Once the
initial contact has been made a sender can be whitelisted, and bonds avoided in the future.
This system was proposed in a previous paper (Loder et al., 2006) and compared fa-
vorably to two of the dominant proposals for reducing spam. A critique of the ABM,
however, argues that malware would make the system economicially infeasible (Timothy,
2005; Lim, 2008). We address that issue here. We show that not only does malware not
pose a significant problem for the ABM, but with minor adjustments ISPs can leverage
attention bonds to detect and prevent malware infections. The end result is that aspects of
ABM, which appear initially as weak links in the system, in the end turn out to offer very
exciting results.
As a primary effect, the ABM has the potential to reduce the spam messages end users
receive. Its secondary effects, however, could cut down on the volume of messages ISPs
must filter, create new profitable markets for the ISP, cut costs to advertisers, and decrease
the level of botnet infection among end users.
In section 2 that follows, we lay out background in anti-spam research. Section 3 then
sets the scene regarding the problem of botnets and malware. In Section 4 we describe
the model we use to prove the feasibilty of the ABM. Information security is the topic of
Section 5 where claims of feasibility and profitability are proven in Subsections 5.1 and
5.2. Ancillary effects on advertisers are discussed in Section 6, while broader implications
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and possible future work are covered in Sections 7 and 8 respectively.
2 Previous Work
There have been many different types of solutions proposed for the problem of spam3.
The ones which are most in use today are technological solutions, such as identity-based
or content-based filtering. Blacklists and whitelists involve rejecting or allowing access
respectively, based on the sender’s membership in a list maintained on the receiver’s end.
Blacklists are problematic due to the cheapness of new identities. It is easy for spammers to
create new identities each time an old one becomes blocked. This is symptomatic of open
societies - ones where there is no charge per access - and results in a need for newcomers
to earn a good reputation. (Friedman & Resnick, 2001) Whitelists are similar, except that
the list which is maintained identifies those who are allowed, and all others are dropped.
(Cranor & LaMacchia, 1998) These are vulnerable to the spoofing of identities, but can be
useful if authentication is used to make identities “strong”. (Tompkins & Handley, 2003)
However, they do not create an easy mechanism for first-contact situations. The attention
bond solution provides this first-contact mechanism, and then uses whitelists for subsequent
contacts.
Content-based filtering tries to classify a message as spam based on the content of
the message. This is intuitive, as it makes sense to try and figure out what a message is
based on what it says, but in practice there are a number of problems with this approach.
Firstly, different people define spam differently (Rainie & Fallows, 2004), and this requires
everyone to agree on which messages are wanted and which are not. Much more worrying
is the actual analysis needed. It is very easy for a sender to use metaphor, intentional
3Anti-spam papers include: Dwork & Naor (1993); Laurie & Clayton (2004); Fahlman (2002); Hermalin
& Katz (2004); Krishnamurthy (2004); Pantel & Lin (1998); Sahami et al. (1998); Tompkins & Handley
(2003); von Ahn et al. (2003).
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misspelling, and various other tools to obfuscate a message’s content. In order to guarantee
that no false positives or false negatives result, the filter would have to essentially pass a
Turing test. Anything short of this cannot deal with the near-infinite creativity of spammers
trying to get a message through. Another nuance of this technology is that the same filters
which are used to protect recipients can be used by senders to test messages and determine
which will get delivered. (Graham-Cumming, 2004) Filtering of this sort suffers from an
imbalance of information, because only the sender knows if the message is spam. ABM,
on the other hand, relies on the sender’s knowledge of the message content. This is why
ABM does not require any of the advanced content analysis needed for filtering.
“Community filters” have a slight advantage in deciphering the meaning of messages
because they harness the parsing ability of users. Some users categorize messages as being
either spam or legitimate. This knowledge is then used to better filter similar messages for
all the other users of the system. This method still suffers from false positives and false
negatives, both due to mis-categorizations and to differing opinions regarding the definition
of spam.
Regulatory efforts, such as the CAN-SPAM Act of 2004, have been also made to com-
bat spam. CAN-SPAM required senders to include valid subject lines, return addresses, and
labels for any adult content. The legislation had very little effect on the overall problem,
due largely to enforceability and jurisdiction issues. (Rainie & Fallows, 2004) Email easily
passes across jurisdictional boundaries, so rules would have to be agreed upon by multiple
governments and agencies. The larger problem is that a great deal of spam is not sent from
the spammers’ machines themselves, so accountability is very hard to achieve. Without
accountability for messages, there is no way to prosecute those who break anti-spam laws.
The difficulty of finding spammers is so great that one legal scholar even suggested that the
federal government place bounties on criminal spammers. (Bazeley, 2003) The problem
of botnets will be discussed in the next section, and this will shed further light on why
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enforcement is such a hurdle to effective regulation.
These same problems also present a barrier to the effective deployment of tax mecha-
nisms. If used properly, taxes can force senders to limit themselves and target messages.
There are market-based solutions other than attention bond which have been proposed.
Stamps have had some success, in that they do cause greater selectivity on the part of
senders. However, postage values were not seen by recipients to be a signal of value.
(Kraut et al., 2003) This would be a requirement for a deployed system, so more work
would still be required.
First contact interactions are also sometimes handled by Challenge Response (CR)
mechanisms, such as CAPTCHAs. (von Ahn et al., 2003) Other variants require unrecog-
nised senders to answer some computational challenge or show a proof of work. (Dwork
& Naor, 1993) Each of these CR methods has its drawbacks. CAPTCHAs can be inverted;
the spammer offers free access to adult content in exchange for someone answering the
challenge which has been forwarded to their site. The other CR methods simply require
work to be done, without any transfer of value or side payments. They are also vulnerable
to attacks by zombies, which will be discussed in the next section. (Laurie & Clayton,
2004)
Mechanisms wherein “interrupt rights” are sold in order to allocate attention are an in-
triguing option, as this approach places value on the commodity which is really in question.
(Fahlman, 2002; Ayres & Nalebuff, 2003) Some work has been done in this area, including
van Zandt (2004), which analyzes a system wherein boundedly rational receivers use atten-
tion pricing in a Vickrey auction. ABM expands on this concept, in that it allows recipients
to place a monetary value of their choosing on their own time and attention.
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3 Botnet Background and Previous Work
In order to understand the spam problem, one must also be somewhat knowledgeable about
the issue of botnets. A bot, or zombie, is a machine which has been compromised in such
a way that the attacker now has the ability to make use of that machine’s computing power
himself. Bots are responsible for an estimated 65% of today’s spam messages. (Rainie &
Fallows, 2004; McPherson & Labovitz, 2007) Bots are also used for other purposes, such as
distributed denial of service attacks (DDoS) and for collecting personal information usable
for identity theft.
In addition to being used for sending spam, bots also contribute to the failures of some
of the anti-spam attempts from the previous section. Purely computational challenge-
response or proof of work mechanisms can be thwarted by using the computational power
of a botnet. Additionally, the already significant enforcement issues facing regulatory at-
tempts are further hampered by the fact that offending messages are being sent from ma-
chines whose legal owners are completely unaware of their involvement in the matter. Bot-
nets make tracking spam messages back to the true originators even more difficult.
Many bots will work in coordination as a botnet, directed by a command and control
(C&C) mechanism. The specific protocols used to carry command and control traffic may
vary, as well as the command structure within the botnet. Some are distributed, while others
are centralized. Protocols used include IRC, HTTP, and P2P protocols.
Botnet infection is quite common, and thus there is a great deal of interest in developing
new techniques for detecting and preventing such compromises (Jung, 2006). Recent stud-
ies show that botnets have become the biggest concern among ISPs, relegating DDoS to the
second spot. As was just mentioned, these concerns are of course closely linked. Single
botnet sizes have been reported in the tens and hundreds of thousands of infected machines.
There are also indications that the volume of traffic resulting from bots is increasing at a
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greater rate than the ISPs’ capacity to handle that volume (McPherson & Labovitz, 2007).
Customer support and help desk calls create a significant cost to ISPs, and these costs
are in part driven by the number of infected machines among the customer base. Poor end
user security leads to infection, and thus to higher costs both from customer support and
from fielding abuse notifications from other ISPs. (van Eeten & Bauer, 2008)
The picture this paints goes a long way to explaining why bots are important, but not
why they are so hard to combat. Part of this problem is a lack of proper tools and resources.
In interviews with security specialists across a varied spectrum of ISPs it was determined
that the primary source of information used to find bots is the abuse reports that organiza-
tions receive from their peers. Such abuse reports will only get filed for the most egregious
cases, so only a fraction of bots will be found this way. (van Eeten & Bauer, 2008) While
it is important to pay attention to such reports, it is imperative that ISPs have a means of
monitoring their own networks.
One of the factors which makes this problem difficult to resolve is an issue of moral
hazard. The average computer user does not make use of the full computing power of their
machine. Stolen CPU cycles will either occur only during idle time, or at most cause a
minor slowdown. However, in most cases the user would not know what such a slowdown
portends. Even if he did know that he had been compromised, the average user would
probably not know what to do about it. The machine will be sending out spam and infecting
other machines, but none of this will have any meaningful effect on the machine’s user
himself. This gives him little incentive to find or fix the problem.
The variations in specific methods used from one botnet to another also pose a difficulty.
Many countermeasures only deal with some types of bots, and lack flexibility in the face of
changes in how botnets operate. For example, Goebel & Holz (2007) uses n-gram analysis
to identify bots based on signatures that had been detected in the nicknames for IRC bots.
Binkley & Singh (2006) proposed another detection method specializing in centralized
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IRC botnets, which instead searches for shared anomalies in TCP and IRC traffic among
multiple machines.
Tools that are signature based are unfortunately easy to circumvent. As with content
filtering for spam, these approaches will result in an arms race with the attacker. Every
time signatures are updated, the botfarmers can change their behavior just enough so that
they no longer match the signature.
The next generation of detection tools depend on finding correlations among multiple
events and behaviors in order to detect infection. BotHunter uses intrusion detection sys-
tems with malware-specific sensors. Its detection is based on the infection lifecycle of a
bot, and tracks the communication flows between a bot and its controller. (Gu et al., 2007)
BotSniffer identifies command and control traffic based on network anomalies. It primarily
focuses on centralized networks. (Gu et al., 2008b) BotMiner instead clusters similarities
among communication traffic and malicious traffic to find hosts that are part of the same
botnet. It identifies hosts that share the same anomalous patterns. (Gu et al., 2008a)
These tools are a move in the right direction, but they still have their shortcomings. The
amount of data which needs to be stored in order for the correlation engines to function does
not scale well for large networks. The correlation engines can be fooled by introducing
delays into the bot operations. In order to account for such delays, the tool in question
would have to keep track of even more data than before, because a greater window of time
would have to be covered. False positive rates also increase dramatically as the timeline
correlation requirements are relaxed. These tools show promise, but issues such as these
bar widespread deployment.
Any attempts to legislate against botnets run up against the same jurisdictional issues
that make spam legislation so difficult. Malware is being used to support criminal en-
deavors, many of which are based overseas in poorer countries where a lower rate of job
opportunites opens the door for criminal organizations. van Eeten & Bauer (2008)
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ABM was criticized in the past for dealing with mail sent directly from the spammers’
own machines, but not the more common messages sent from bots. We will discuss later
why this factor, which initially appears to be a weakness, instead results in an even greater
gain.
It is important to note that any organization that provides email accounts to its customers
could implement the Attention Bond system. However, in this document we will refer to
such an organization as an ISP, even though the entity may be of some other type.
4 The Model
It was shown in a previous paper that ABM can outperform perfect filters. (Loder et al.,
2006) That analysis did not account, however, for the existence of bots in the network. With
bots it becomes possible for fraudulent charges to be made on the behalf of someone with
a compromised machine. Here we will develop the model for comparing a perfect filter
to the Attention Bond Model with the new security concerns included. We will focus on
the economic implications of a policy wherein the ISP provides customers with protection
against fraudulent charges. An initial proof of feasibility will expand to show that the
detection of fraud can then be leveraged to detect botnet infection and even prevent it.
First, though, the basic model must be developed.
There are certain variables that must be defined for the rest of this section. The net
value of a message to the sender and receiver are s and r respectively. It should be noticed
that while both are real numbers, s is non-negative. Any messages with negative s values
do not get sent. The The total number of customers being served by the ISP is N , and
the rate of botnet infection among those customers is I , making for a total N § I infected
machines. A normal machine sends out mn messages, while a machine infected by a spam
bot sends out mi. It can be assumed that mi >> mn. Since an infected machine still
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sends out the legitimate owner’s mail as well, the number of spam messages is mi °mn.
Variables which are specific to one case or the other will be defined as needed, but all of
these values are relevant to both the filtering and bonding case. First to be discussed is the
incumbent anti-spam mechanism, filtering.
Some assumptions are made in the following sections which should be explicitly stated
for clarity’s sake. First, in order to simplify the model we are assuming that the ISP’s
customers represent a closed system. That is, all messages go from one customer of the
ISP to another customer of the same ISP. Several email providers could, for these purposes,
be viewed as a single ‘ISP’, so this assumption does not place any undue constraints on the
analysis.
We are also making an assumption that there is a one-to-one mapping between cus-
tomers and machines. There is also an assumption made that all bots send spam. This is
not strictly true, but the bots which are tasked with other purposes have no significant effect
on the factors described here, and so are not of concern to us. Therefore, we will refer to
bots and spam-bots interchangeably. None of these assumptions is strictly in line with re-
ality, but making these assumptions should have no major effect on the results represented
below. Finally, we define “attention bond fraud” here to be any incident in which a bond is
posted by an account without the account owner’s knowledge or permission.
4.1 Perfect Filter
The current standard for spam prevention is the filter. There are various different kinds of
filters, and there is a constant competition between the people who send spam and those
who try to filter it out. For the purposes of this comparison, we will disregard any prob-
lems that filters have with false positives and false negatives by using a “perfect filter” as
the comparison control. A perfect filter would be one which blocks all messages that are
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unwanted by the receiver, and which allows all others.
Filtering technology needs to be updated all the time, and new countermeasures are
always being developed. Past studies have indicated that it can take as little as two hours
from new filtering techniques appearing to spammers updating their systems accordingly.
(Libbey, 2004) This is part of an ongoing arms race between security researchers and spam-
mers, and there is no indication that a “silver bullet” solution will be developed for filtering
any time soon. It is important to note that, although we are not representing it in the model
here, filtering includes the ongoing cost of this cycle of development and deployment.
We are concerned here not with the value to any single entity, but rather the overall
welfare created in the system, for both senders and receivers. Wf will be the value of that
welfare in the filtering case. For the purposes of this analysis, we are assuming a closed
system. That is, all senders and receivers are part of the ISP’s customer base.
The one value that appears in the equation below which has not yet been discussed is
cf . This is the cost of processing a spam message in a filtering system. Filtering mecha-
nisms rely on analysis of the content of messages, so this cost will be non-trivial. Many
companies are now applying filters and deep packet inspection to all of the messages they
relay. (Detica, 2006; van Eeten & Bauer, 2008) The volume of messages which must be
processed should result in a large processing load for such an endeavor, so any way to save
these resources should be welcome.
Wf = (s + r ° cf )N · mn °N · I(mi °mn)cf (1)
The first term is the net welfare per normal message times the expected total number of
normal messages. The second is the expected number of spam messages times the cost per
spam message. Remember that the infected machines are sending normal messages also,
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so the number of spam messages from a single infected machine is mi °mn.
4.2 Attention Bond
Here, we view the welfare Wb which is achieved in the case where attention bonds are used.
The cost cb of processing a spam message in a bonding system should be far less than cf ,
because the content of the message does not need to be processed at all. All the provider
has to do is check whether a bond was posted, and only deliver the message if it was. The
other variable unique to this equation is b, the average bond value set by receivers.
Wb = (s + r ° cb)N · mn °N · I(mi °mn)(b + cb) (2)
The first term is the net welfare per normal message times the expected total number
of normal messages. Note that here the net welfare also takes into account the additional
cost of sending a bonded message. The cost per spam message has also changed, both to
reflect the bond which is seized and the fact that the cost of processing a spam message
is different in a bonding system than it is in a filtering system. It could be argued that the
bond is transferring from one member of the system to another, and thus has no effect on
the overall welfare. The scenario which we discuss in the upcoming section however deals
with a case where the ISP subsidises fraudulent charges, so the bond transfer is a loss from
the ISP, and thus cannot be ignored.
5 Information Security Effects
In the Attention Bond Model, spammers would most likely post a bond from one of the
accounts on a compromised computer, and thus avoid losing their own money. This pro-
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duces the potential for a problem very similar to the one of credit card fraud. Many of the
methods used for dealing with credit fraud can be applied to this new kind of fraud as well.
As is the case for credit cards, the ISP may choose to provide coverage to its customers in
the case of fraudulent charges.
It was mentioned earlier that botnet detection is a problem due to multiple factors. The
first obstacle to fighting bots is finding them. With traditional email there is no simple way
to reliably track a message to its originating machine. This problem is resolved, because
the exchange of a bond from one known and authenticated account to another creates an
audit trail. It is easy now, when a spam message is received, to follow the seized bond back
to the account that the message originated from. This also provides a means of identifying
bots which is dependent only on the ISP’s own resources, and thus provides them with a
privacy-preserving means of monitoring their own networks, rather than relying on abuse
reports from outside sources. (van Eeten & Bauer, 2008)
The other problem was the issue of moral hazard. Attention bonds take care of this
as well. As it stood before, spam caused difficulties for others, but not for the spam-bot’s
owner himself. Now, each of those messages hurts him too, in the form of a seized bond.
This change in incentives serves to eliminate the moral hazard.
5.1 Detection
The techniques which are used to detect credit card fraud and other cases of anomalous
spending can be applied to attention bonds, producing some very favorable results. This
detection can be based on changes in the account’s seize rate, the rate of messages sent,
or the total number of outgoing messages. Once a significant change has been detected,
the ISP can proceed very similarly to how a bank deals with suspected fraud. As with any
unusual spending activity, the account would be temporarily “frozen”, unable to send out
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more messages until input is received from the account owner. The owner would have
a choice of how to proceed. If he acknowledges the messages in question, of course,
this detection was a false positive and the account can be unfrozen. In this case, he is
still responsible for paying for his own seized bonds. If, on the other hand, he claims no
knowledge of the questionable messages, then the machine is assumed to be infected and
appropriate steps are taken. In this case the ISP would cover the cost of the seized bonds.
The steps taken in the case of infection will be described further in the next subsection.
Proposition 1 If botnet detection techniques are applied, the average number of spam
messages sent by an infected machine can be limited to a constant k, rather than a possibly
unbounded value mi °mn.
Proof:
Simple Bayesian probability techniques can be applied to acheive early detection with
a high degree of certainty. When a machine is not infected, it is expected that its seize
rate, the probability rn of any given message having its bond seized, is low. When an
infected machine is sending out spam, the number of spam messages is much greater than
the number of messages sent by the legitimate account owner. This results in a drastic
increase in bonds being seized. The seizure rate for an infected machine ri would be
expected to be much higher. We can at the very least assume that ri > rn.
It is possible to detect a change in seize rate very quickly. Suppose that after k consec-
utive bonds being seized the account is frozen. The degree of certainty in this case would
be the probability that the machine is infected, and thus that the seize rate p = ri, given
that k messages were seized in a row. Applying Bayes’ Law gives us the following:
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Pr(infected|k seizures) = Pr(p = ri|k seizures) (3)
=





rki · I + rkn · (1° I)
(5)
Trying some sample numbers in this equation will provide some perspective. The seize
rates rn and ri could be estimated at 0.05 and 0.95, respectively. The extremely low value
for the normal rate is based on the very rare occurrence of “poor” ratings observed in
reputation systems such as the one eBay employs. (Beyene et al., 2008) We are assuming
that each machine has an equal probability of being infected, so that the probability of a
particular machine being infected is I . The probability above increases with k and with I .
Even very low values for these variables, for example k = 3 and I = 0.15, results in a
certainty of 99.92% when Eqn 5 is applied.
The number of spam messages sent by any single machine can now be limited to k.
This gives the following new welfare equation:
Wb = (s + r ° cb)N · mn °N · I(k)(b + cb) (6)
We have replaced mi °mn with the constant k. There was previously nothing keeping
the infected machine from sending any arbitrary number of messages mi, and we expect
mn to be fairly small and bounded, so this difference could be arbitrarily large.
Detection could be made more sophisticated by looking for k seized messages in a
particular window size, rather than just k consecutively, which would allow for normal
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messages to still be intermixed. The analysis for this case would follow similar lines.
Jung (2006) discusses multiple possible probabilistic approaches to detecting portscanning
activities. Many of these methods are easily applicable to our detection problem here,
where probe packets without responses correspond to messages whose bonds were seized.
The sheer volume of unwanted messages being sent currently poses a nontrivial prob-
lem to ISPs, as their backbone networks get increasingly more congested. This effect of
detection would allow for a significant decrease in congestion, and thus provide a large
payoff for the ISP. In the case of filtering, spam messages do not get delivered to the end
user, but they only get dropped at the receiver’s end. This means that filtering does nothing
to decrease traffic over the backbone, where attention bonds are a considerable help.
5.2 Prevention
When an account gets frozen, the account’s owner is alerted and given a choice. We said
before that he can acknowledge the messages as ones that were sent knowingly, or he
can agree that they were spam, sent without his permission. There is another subtlety to
this decision that has not yet been addressed. By claiming that the messages were sent
by someone else, the account owner gains the right to have the seized bonds for those
messages paid for by the ISP, as part of their coverage for fraudulent charges. However,
this is also an admission that his machine has had its security compromised. In this case,
his ability or inclination to maintain his own security has been called into question, and the
ISP (according to the user agreement we envision) at this time gains the right to remotely
push down patches and maintain and monitor security for this customer. If the customer
is someone who does not want to hand over this degree of control to the ISP, he is also
accepting the risks of fraudulent charges onto himself, and has to pay for any seized bonds
personally. This way, the party maintaining security always has an incentive to do a good
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job with that maintenance, because they are likewise responsible for charges accrued when
that security is compromised by a bot.
Many ISPs are already employing at least some of these measures. Some “quarantine”
infected machines, giving them access only to security sites such as Microsoft Windows
Update until the machines are clean. Others respond to abuse reports by helping to fix
the offending machine. Given that the infrastructure is already in place to do such things,
expanding those efforts should be less difficult than building them from the ground up. (van
Eeten & Bauer, 2008)
Customers who are lax in patching their machine and maintaining security are likely
to be the victims of botnets, and thus will in the future have their security remotely main-
tained. They will of course still be vulnerable to some attacks, such as zero-days, but the
expectation is that they will be more secure when their patches are all properly maintained.
Those computers that are maintained by the ISP are patched where they were not previ-
ously, so they are more secure than they were. The other machines not under the ISP’s
control have not changed. This means that the overall security among all customer ma-
chines is higher. This increase in security across the customer base should then result in a
lower rate of botnet infection I . The lower rate of infection will also decrease help desk and
support costs, as previously mentioned that these costs are driven by the rate of infection
among the ISP’s customer base.
Proposition 2 If the botnet infection rate decreases by a factor of
Imn(b + cb)
I(mi °mn)cf ° (cb ° cf )mn
then offering fraud insurance is always affordable.
Proof: In order for insurance to be affordable, the welfare Wb in the bonding case must
be greater than that in the filtering case. We will assume the use of both the detection and
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prevention methods which were described earlier. Given that, we can use Eqn 6 for the
bonding welfare, and Eqn 1 for the filtering welfare. We assume that the infection rate has
changed by some factor ¢, giving a new rate of I¢ in the bonding case. This gives us the
following inequality:










mn(b + cb) < I(mi °mn)cf ° (cb ° cf )mn
¢ >
Imn(b + cb)
I(mi °mn)cf ° (cb ° cf )mn
Computer expert Vint Cerf has estimated the rate of botnet infection to be as high as
20-25%, naming botnet infection a “pandemic”. (Weber, 2007) This would put the number
of infected machines above 100 million. Other, more conservative estimates would still
result in millions of infected machines. If mn is 10, and mi is 1000, and the costs b, cb, and
cf are 5 cents, 0.01 cents, and 0.04 cents respectively, then an infection rate of 15% would
only have to go to 12% before all cost of subsidising the bonds would be covered. A higher
start infection rate produces a higher target delta, but also a higher target infection rate.
It was mentioned previously that the detection of bots will decrease the overall amount
of traffic. Prevention of infection will cause an even further decrease, providing even more
breathing room on the ISP backbone. This decrease will have a corresponding decrease in
the fraction of messages which are considered spam, for similar reasons.
Corollary 1 If the infection rate decreases by a factor of ¢ then the overall spam will
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decrease by a factor of
¢ · mn + I(mi °mn)
mn + I(mi °mn)
and the overall number of email messages being sent will decrease by a factor which ap-
proaches ¢ as the original spam rate approaches 1.
Proof:
The spam rate is the fraction of total messages sent that are fraudulent. Before any
prevention or detection mechanisms are applied, the rate is
I(mi °mn)
mn + I(mi °mn)
After the infection rate has decreased, the new spam rate will be
I(mi °mn)
¢ · mn + I(mi °mn)
Assuming that I decreases, ¢ ∏ 1. The numerators in the rates are the same, while the
denominator in the second rate is strictly larger than that of the first rate. Therefore, the
rate of fraudulent messages is strictly decreasing with the rate of botnet infection. The total
amount of spam is decreasing by a factor of ¢. The spam rate’s amount of decrease will
depend on how much bigger mi is than mn.
The decrease in the spam rate would affect all ISPs, even those who are not imple-
menting an ABM system. This means there is some risk that if the ABM system is too
effective at decreasing spam then people may become “free riders”, hoping that others will
implement it so that they may enjoy the advantages without doing so themselves. Similar
dilemmas result when considering measures taken to decrease the pollution of the environ-
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ment.
For the decrease in traffic, similar calculations give a factor of





for the overall number of messages being sent. If mi >> mn, this means that the spam
rate will be high. As this rate approaches 1, meaning that mn is approaching 0, the factor
above becomes ¢. This means that the worse the spam problem was originally, the more
the traffic will decrease. This factor also increases as I approaches 1. This is intuitively
similar, as the greater the botnet problem, the greater the spam rate as well. No matter what
the original spam rate was, a decrease in botnet infection should help decrease the amount
of traffic going over network backbones, thus saving ISP resources.
6 Advertisers
Net message values s and r were established earlier. These are average values across all
sender-receiver matchings. Suppose instead that there were two classes of receivers; good
receivers, who want the advertisements from a particular party, and bad receivers, which
do not. Given a cost of sending a message cs, and a value vs to the sender if a purchase
results, this gives us the following:





Proposition 3 If ¡ is the fraction of the overall population which is interested in an adver-
tiser’s message, then under attention bond s increases from ¡ · vs ° cs to vs ° cs, resulting
in entirely new welfare-positive transactions.
Proof:
Let us first consider our control case, the perfect filter. Assume that the advertiser
initially has no way to tell which class any given receiver will fall into. This means that it
only makes sense to send messages to everyone or no-one, based on whether s = ¡ ·vs° cs
is positive or negative. That is, only advertisers for whom ¡ · vs > cs will send, and they
will send to everyone. This first-contact learning process will be called round 0.
Under attention bond, the dynamics change somewhat. The ISP, in the process of hold-
ing and releasing bonds, will gain information about which advertising messages were of
interest to a user and which ones were not. This will provide much more detailed and
accurate demographic information than most advertisers can currently obtain. Given the
large amounts of money that they currently spend in order to gain inferior data, they will
be willing to pay the ISP for this information.
The ISP will have to have access to this information, because they are the ones man-
aging the transactions, and they need the ability to monitor transactions in order to detect
unusual usages of the system. However, this information should not be available to the
general public.
Email is not currently anonymous. Anyone who cares to gain the information can, for
most accounts, see the content of emails and who is sending messages to whom. Therefore,
the posting of a bond does not need to be anonymous, as it is only providing information
which is already available; the knowledge that a message was sent from one account to
another. When someone chooses whether to return or seize a bond, however, this releases
previously unavailable information. No one currently has a way to know if a message
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was of interest to someone. Now, that information can be inferred from what is done
with the bond for a given message. It is possible that this could cause embarrassment for
people in certain situations, so it would be a good idea to make this portion of the exchange
anonymous to all but the ISP. The mechanism to achieve this would be part of the security
solution for the overall system.
Assuming such a security solution can be acheived, this data can be made available to
advertisers, and bring additional income to the ISP. This means that advertisers can obtain
the information gained in round 0 without participating themselves. This only holds if one
assumes that interest in one company indicates an interest or lack thereof in other corpora-
tions. If such is true, the advertisers who participate in round 0 will remain unchanged, but
after that any advertiser for whom vs < cs can join in.
Given the ability to target first-contact messages, the expected net message value to the
sender changes from s = ¡vs°cs to s = vs°cs, because only members of G are contacted
from the beginning. This means that some advertisers will participate under attention bond,
but not in the perfect filter case. This, in turn, results in entirely new welfare-positive
transactions, due to the use of attention bonds. Membership in G implies that rg is positive
and the message is only sent if it makes financial sense for the sender, so the net welfare of
the message is guaranteed to be positive.
An increase in s will result in increased welfare overall, but the ISP also benefits di-
rectly from the sales of the demographic information. This is an entirely new line of busi-
ness which will not require much additional infrastructure cost to the ISP once the overall
attention bond system is in place.
The new welfare-positive transactions will result in additional welfare in the advertiser’s
market. Let the value of this increase in welfare be V . Some amount of the additional wel-
fare in the advertiser’s market will result in turn in new value in the customer market for
message receivers. The messages that a customer receives are better targeted, meaning that
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their average value to that customer has increased. If vr increases then the net value r in-
creases as well, resulting in a higher overall welfare value in the receiver market. The exact
portion of additional welfare which is duplicated from the advertiser to receiver market is
determined by eAR. This is the externality term describing the effects that group A has on
group R, where A is the advertisers and R is the message recipients. So far, we have a term
V added on to the advertiser market welfare, and a term eAR · V added on to the receiver
market. Our model of two-sided networks is adapted from the model presented in Parker
& Van Alstyne (2005).
When the receiver values vr and r increase, this will make this particular ISP more
attractive to consumers, which will cause some portion of all email users to transfer mem-
bership to this ISP. The increased customer base will result in more consumers for advertis-
ers to gather demographic information from and to initiate transactions with, making this
particular portion of the advertiser market more attractive. This will result in even more
advertisers participating, and another increase in the number of welfare-positive transac-
tions taking place. The increase in advertiser welfare resulting from the new welfare on
the receiver side is determined by another externality term, eRA. The new welfare on the
receiver side was stated to be eAR · V , making this increase eRA · eAR · V .
As this pattern continues, each side of the network will continue to feed into the other,
resulting in the following increases (to alternating sides):
V ! eAR · V ! eRA · eAR · V ! eAR · eRA · eAR · V ! eRA · eAR · eRA · eAR · V...
These terms can be summed up into two simpler terms. The overall increase in the




and the overal increase in receiver market welfare will in turn be
eARV
1° eRAeAR
These two equations depend on the externality terms being less than 1, which they most
likely are. If for some reason they were not, the terms would not converge.
This analysis could be expanded to include such nuances as the possibility for multiple
rounds of purchases from the same company, if the good for sale is consumable.
7 Discussion and Possible Extensions
The paper so far addresses the economic features of an attention bond system and its effects
on botnets, but does not discuss in detail how such a system would be deployed. This
includes both a detailed security solution, and a method for encouraging early adoption of
the system. Attention bond systems would face an initial hurdle for adoption similar to that
which was experienced by early credit card companies. Advertisers will not want to use
it unless there are many consumers to be reached, and consumers will not want to switch
until they see that the targeting of advertisements are indeed providing additional value.
The deployment of the various elements described above will be a non-trivial problem, but
one which is not within the scope of this paper. These elements have the potential, however,
for producing much more surplus for the ISP, so it is reasonable to expect some up front
costs in exchange for that future payoff.
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The bond exchange in particular needs a strong security solution. It is an exchange
of money, and as such will be a target for abuse. There is the potential that many small
bond exchanges could be used to obfuscate one large transfer of money, thus providing
a tool for money laundering and other criminal activities. On the other hand, if a solid
security scheme is used, this mechanism could be expanded to enable legitimate payments
and money transfers. This would allow ISPs to expand into other markets, competing with
Paypal, Western Union, and even credit card companies. The bond exchange system would
serve as a good test, allowing the system to be vetted on small payments before larger ones
are enabled.
Deep packet inspection and message content analysis were mentioned before as a re-
source drain for ISPs, but it should be noted that they also pose an inherent risk to the
privacy of the end user. ABM, by allowing messages to be vetted without being accessed,
therefore helps to preserve privacy as well. This is much more in line with recent EU leg-
islation regarding privacy and the role an ISP should have in relaying customer data. ISPs
are concerned not only with compliance with such laws, but also with avoiding any liability
issues regarding client data. (van Eeten & Bauer, 2008)
The botnet elements in particular have the potential for expansion. Botnet detection
could feed into more general botnet research. Researchers could receive copies of newly
found infections and thus stay abreast of any new trends or methods in the world of bots.
As an extension of this, it is conceivable that the network traffic information which the ISP
has access to could provide clues as to the source of a given infection. If an infection can
be tracked to its source, this would allow even more infections to be prevented, and could
potentially lead back to the actual bot farmer in time. This sort of work would be difficult
to automate, and would involve holding on to much additional information, so it remains
to be seen if it would be worth the effort.
The advertisement targeting information which is made available in an attention bond
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system would be useful not just for email advertisements but also for webmail clients in
which targeted ads are shown on the webmail page itself. This sort of opportunity would
be of interest to companies like Google, which already does something similar to this in
Gmail.
Finally, it should be mentioned that it is important that the bond value be something
controllable by the end user, not by the ISP. Some have asked why this could not be cen-
tralized, as that would simplify the system by allowing bonds to be more uniform. How-
ever, this could potentially cause problems where net neutrality is concerned. If the ISP has
control over bond values, it could set lower bonds for emails between its own customers,
and higher ones from outside its own network. Such a policy would be very damaging for
network neutrality. To avoid even the possibility of such an issue, the end user should keep
control of the bond values.
8 Conclusions
The Attention Bond Model, at first glance, provides a means for detecting and deterring
spam, and a means of detecting spam-bots that used to fly below the proverbial radar. The
early detection limits the spam messages that any one bot can send out to a small constant,
thus limiting the overall number of spam messages. The sheer volume of spam messages
is currently a concern, and ABM will go towards alleviating that load.
The methods currently available to the ISPs for botnet detection are limited. The most
common practice is to simply rely on the abuse reports sent by other ISPs and security
organizations. With attention bonds, the ISPs have a means of monitoring their network for
bots that involves no violations of customer privacy.
We have shown that the problems of spam and spambots are reducible, with the help of
attention bonds, to a problem more akin to credit card fraud. This allows ISPs to combat
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botnets using the approaches which are being used by credit card companies to combat
fraud.
The measures described for preventing botnet infection, if applied, can decrease the
overall rate of infection and decrease the volume of backbone traffic in another way. Other
problems stemming from bots should also be to some extent ameliorated. This decrease in
the incidence of bots also allows the subsidy of lost bonds by the ISP. This way, customers
are not penalized if they do not know how to maintain proper computer security, and the
ABM system pays for itself.
The client security maintenance needed for prevention appears expensive at first glance,
but it saves the ISP money in multiple other ways, and it is only an extension of methods
that they are already starting to employ.
The exchange of a bond also reveals information about the preferences and interests of
the message recipient. While it is important that the systems security solution keep this
data from being available to eavesdroppers, there is also an opportunity inherent there. The
knowledge of a recipient’s interest or disinterest in a message can allow for better, cheaper
advertisement targeting. New advertisers, who could not afford to participate before, will
be able to send targeted messages. This will result in entirely new welfare-positive trans-
actions, and a new market for the ISP, in the sale of this data to advertisers. The improved
targeting will increase the average recipient value of messages, which will draw new cus-
tomers to the system, resulting in a two-sided network dynamic.
There are aspects of the implementation of the Attention Bond system which still need
to be worked out. Security solutions regarding the exchange of bonds and the privacy of
bond seizure in particular need to be addressed, but these issues are not in the scope of
this paper. There are also some non-technical barriers to deployment. A business plan for
bootstrapping an Attention Bond system needs to be developed as a part of future work.
Credit card companies may again prove to be a good example to work from in coming up
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with a plan for ABM systems. What this paper does show is that it is well worth the time
and effort necessary to work out such solutions.
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